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Thank you so much for ordering our “Box Full of Joy”!
Here are all the fun activities in the box. Colors might vary between the boxes but all
the supplies shown are in each box. Adult supervision is advised for kids ages 5 and
below.
1.Snowman button counting activity:
Cut and glue the snowman head to the popsicle sticks. Identify the number on the
hat and add that many buttons to the popsicle sticks. You can have the kids tell you
how many they have of each color, which color is the most and which color is the
least. I love pairing these activities with either a fun snowman holiday book or a
pom pom snowball fight!
2.Marshmallow counting:
Identify the number on the mugs and glue or add that many marshmallows to each
hot cocoa mug. This one would be great to pair on a day you plan to have hot
chocolate.
3.Make a fun card for someone special:
Glue the cotton pads to build a snowman. Add a slit as shown in the picture to the
card (please have an adult do this). Loop the tinsel carefully through it. Draw arms,
add eyes and nose and glue the sequence as buttons. Then have the kids draw or
write a special message and mail it to a friend or family member. You can always
add more stickers and decorate the envelope too.
4.Make your own rudolf:
Trace out your hand on the brown construction paper and cut them out. Glue them
as antlers onto the craft roll. Add the eyes, red nose and finish with the ribbon. Have
the kids listen to the song rudolf the red nosed reindeer and have them sing along!
You can also have them write their holiday wish on the antlers.
5.Let’s build a snowman:
Use the play dough to make your own little snowmen. Use the straws to hold the
body and head together. Add buttons, mouth, eyes, arms and nose. Finish the
snowman by adding the knitted hat and scarf.
6.Wreath Ornament:
Cut the straw along the black markings (for children under 4 please have an adult
do this). Thread the pipe cleaner through straw pieces. Twist and make a loop at the
top using both ends of the pipe cleaners. Finish off with the bow. Have the kids add
this to their tree.

7.Gingerbread man:
Decorate your own gingerbread man with the eyes, buttons and
bows. You can always add stickers, sequence or construction
paper to add more embellishments to the gingerbread man.
You can do this on a day you might make a gingerbread house
or cookie or read a fun book.
8.Decorate your ornament:
Color the ornament first and then add dots of glue to stick on the tissue
paper. You could also add your own stickers as well.
9.Clothes pin ornament matching:
Count the ornaments on the tree and match the number on the clothes pin
to the corresponding tree. You can also have the kids order the numbers.
Attach a string to two chairs, cut out the trees and have the kids order
them on the string with clothespins from lowest to highest or highest to
lowest.
10.Snowflake counting:
Roll the 2 dice and add that many snowflakes to the picture. Have the kids
tell you the highest number and the lowest number they can roll. Have
them write or draw the numbers they roll and circle the highest, put an x on
the lowest and draw a square on the numbers that are the same.
11.Decorate your tree:
Cut the cards out first. Then pick a card and add that many ornaments,
presents and bells to the tree.
12.Match the mittens:
Cut out the mittens and use the paper clips to match the snowflakes on
the mitten to the number on the mitten.
13.Decorate a snow globe:
Add the snowflake stickers to decorate your snow globe and add your
holiday wish.
14.Matching colors:
Use the dot stickers to match the color of the reindeer nose.
Use the dot stickers to match the ornaments on the wreath.

